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Color's at Home.... 



Color’s in the Office 



Color Promotes ... 



 Color attracts Attention and Success 



 Color influences Health and Productivity 

!  Color effects the mind 



Color Wheel 1435 - 2016 

!  Leone Battista Alberti (c.1435) 
!  Leonardo da Vinci (c.1490) 
!  Isaak Newton (c.1704) 
!  Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (c.1810) 



Effects Of Color On The Mind 

Blue it is a stable and calming color that helps workers focus on the 
task at hand. Blue is associated to communication, implying honesty, 
trust and dependability. 
 
Greens are perfect for offices where teams work long hours because 
they strike up the perfect balance between calm and inspiration.  
 
Yellow is an optimistic illuminating and uplifting color which 
stimulates our analytical processes and assists with mental clarity.  
 
Red For The Detail-Oriented. A powerful color, red stimulates the 
pulse and can raise blood pressure. Red can help increase 
performance in employees who have detail-oriented assignments. 
 
 
 
 
 



Common Monotonous Colors in Offices 



 
•  Reduce creativity  
•  Boost dissatisfaction 
•  Tire your eyes 

Monotonous Offices 



... and therefore 

!  Creating a colorful environment not also supports the 
idea of making the office a great place to work! 

!  Employees will be much more productive….  



Agile or Living Colours 

! Improve productivity 
! Increase concentration 
! Create a positive company image  
! Support the Corporate Identity (CI) 
! Lead emotionally through the office 
 



Colors Change The Room Feeling 



Healthy Rooms Reflect a Healthy Company (2) 



Healthy Rooms Reflect a Healthy Company (3) 



Include the Colors of Nature  



Endless Possibilities 



! Are stress factors 
! Have a negative effect on the concentration 
! Increase the error ratio  
! Have a negative effect on the sleep at night 

Noise and Wrong Light 



Geographic directions – Five Elements 

E 



Color Recommendation 



! Vital colors convey the message of a healthy 
company 

! Employees feel well  
! Employees that feel well in the office environment 

!  enjoy working 
!  are productive and more efficient  
!  and hence, stay healthy... 

! Healthy employees  
!  less illness-day’s  

Benefits  



! A vivid office environments attracts Talents which 
are needed for the growth of the company more 
easily 

! Visitors like to come into appealing designed 
business premises 

!  Subjective value factor 
!  Inexpensive compared to other measures 

Benefits and Costs 



Open the door to a Colorful Room Design 



Thank you 
for your 

time! 



Feng Shui 
Principle 


